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Abstract
This article introduce a self-organized that based on deep learning (DL) algorithms. A new self-organized incremental neural network FG-SOINN presented in the Python programming language. This self-organized neural network (SOINN) algorithm generates packets of nodes and edges that are cleaned through fixed, user-defined time intervals. This leads to sudden changes in the network structure. This is due to the fact that large regions of the network are removed with a fixed period before the resumption of the training. Such "oblivion" conflicts with a more gradual oblivion on a large period of time, which is usually observed in natural cognitive systems. In a self-organized incremental algorithm, the removal of nodes and edges is determined by two parameters. These settings should be improved for each existing program through cross-checking. This article proves that FG-SOINN significantly eliminates this shortcoming, considering removal of nodes and edges as a necessary part of the process of study. Three concepts have been developed and implemented to form FG: Time of idle nodes and edges, reliability and utility of a particular node or edges. It is using these concepts that this algorithm and system will remove nodes and edges. The FG technique or node wear technique determines when and after which node of the period it will be removed. But if they are not updated in the specified time, they are simply deleted. These characteristics make it attractive for the dynamics of the environment, which requires long-term training. To ensure system scalability, the network will be guided by the $n$ parameter. The algorithm starts its work and initiates the network with empty sets of nodes. Next, the nodes are added to the weight vectors. After that, the winner vector (nearest node) and the second winner vector will be searched. Distance measurement formulas will be used to determine the distance. The structure and results of the system demonstrate that this proposition can be adapted to the dynamic profile of network data for both normal and attack classes. The algorithm uses less resources, is faster, and has a higher detection rate than the teaching-teacher method than the traditional SOINN.
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1. Introduction

With the continuous growth of threats and attacks, it is quite a difficult task to accurately and timely detect malicious activity in computer networks. To date, many principles, methods, and systems for detecting network intrusions have been proposed. However, they face critical challenges due to the constant increase in new threats that current systems do not understand. Network activity refers to the interaction of different computers to achieve certain goals.
Internet traffic prediction is very important for tasks such as resource allocation, network planning, and detection of network anomalies caused by attacks [1]. An accurate prediction model can be used to detect security attacks in computer networks by comparing predicted traffic with actual traffic. [2] Additionally, predicting future traffic on a computer network based on current traffic allows the network manager to take action against attacks, congestion, disconnections, or downtime. Similar predictions can be made by modeling network input and output traffic as time series. Currently, there are several studies in this field [3, 4].

Studies of benign activity help establish a baseline [5] or characterize its growth. Unfortunately, it is difficult to understand the extent of these potential threats due to the decentralization of the Internet, so detecting malicious activity in computer networks becomes a rather important task. In addition, due to frequent cyberattacks, one can observe a tendency that they become more and more qualitative and skilled. Failure to prevent or detect such intrusions can have serious consequences for users of such a network. Preventing exposure to malicious activity requires a system that will recognize network connectivity patterns to classify known and unknown intrusions, but also requires periodic retraining to maintain high performance.

2. Statement of the problem in a general form and its connection with important scientific or practical tasks

Malicious cyber-attacks are creating serious security challenges that require a new, flexible and more robust intrusion detection system (IDS). An IDS is a proactive intrusion detection tool that is used to automatically detect and classify intrusions, attacks, or violations of security policies. Most of the methods for detecting malicious actions proposed in the literature are rule-based methods (signature matching) and predictive modeling methods (anomaly detection) [6], [7]. Rule-based methods typically use known malicious behavior as a baseline to compare against new behaviors known to indicate security breaches [6]. This is usually achieved by embedding heuristics to search for known patterns (signatures) in the network and/or audit data [8-11]. However, developing malicious activity scenarios that cover all patterns and/or invisible patterns (i.e., zero-day attacks) is quite difficult. This task is complicated by the presence of polymorphism techniques [12]. In addition, attackers may be aware of detection heuristics already in use by the engine and attempt to avoid them. Therefore, there is a need for more reliable methods that can be adapted during operation to prevent malicious activity.

In order to ensure the protection of the system's network, three important problems related to network security must be solved.

1. The first problem is related to the rapid increase in the amount of network data. This growth is due to the use of the Internet of Things (IoT) [13], cloud services and the rapid growth of the network of devices. Improving the methods of data analysis includes increasing the speed and reliability of the analysis process.

2. The second problem is that more accurate tracking and interpretation significantly increases the quality of the findings. NIDS (Network Instruction Detection System) analysis requires more context-specific observations that emphasize more abstract and higher-level observations. All behavior changes should be traceable to a specific user, operating system version, or application specific protocols.

3. The third threat of modern networks is the variety of protocols and massive data transfer in modern networks. In this case, there is an extremely high level of complexity when trying to distinguish between abnormal and normal behavior. This increases the likelihood of unreliable and inconsistent data and increases the potential for exposure to zero-day vulnerabilities.

Intrusion detection systems can be classified based on the used detection mechanism. Detection methodologies are divided into two types: Signature-based and anomaly-based. Signature-based detection uses pre-defined templates associated with known attacks and is distributed as a set of signatures. The following signatures are compared to network traffic patterns to detect potential attacks. Despite its effectiveness against known threats, this method cannot detect or prevent unknown attacks, nor can it maintain or update signatures for known or recently discovered threats.
You can decide that anomaly-based detection sets the baseline/normal level using statistically significant traffic.

Research on improving classification methods for intrusion detection systems has focused on evaluating alternative solutions to fundamental analysis, including neural networks [14], fuzzy logic [9, 15], genetic algorithms [16] and vector support machines [17]. As pointed out by previous studies, SOINN and incremental learning are indeed very effective approaches to the problem of malicious activity detection. The development of intrusion detection systems has shown that hybrid detection methods are more effective due to their ability to distinguish different types of network attacks. If the detection engine determines that the traffic is malicious or part of an attack, the packet may be logged or rejected and only partially forwarded to the intended recipient.

3. Statement of the problem

As the amount and size of data increases, learning algorithms are needed to efficiently handle large amounts of signals. Furthermore, a much more challenging task for unsupervised learning is to efficiently and robustly learn data from distributions in which noisy data exist. The main difficulty is that the learning algorithms have no prior knowledge about the distribution of the data as a whole. Thus, when the first few data of a particular distribution are received, the amount of data is insufficient to represent the entire distribution. Currently, learning algorithms cannot determine whether this data is noisy or normal. Therefore, for each iteration, existing methods (such as self-organizing map (SOM) [19], neural gas (NG) [20], etc.) must respond to new data and update the weight vectors of the corresponding neurons, which usually causes a critical deviation of the resulting topology mapping. Another problem is that in most self-organizing "growing-type" neural networks, such as the growing neural gas (GNG) [21], the number of neurons will constantly increase due to the growth of the strategy for identifying them. A large number of neurons increases the computational cost of finding the winning neurons at each iteration, which makes the training procedure inefficient. Therefore, solving such problems requires an algorithm that will avoid these problems, which will greatly improve the efficiency of the self-organized system.

A Self-Organizing and Incremental Neural Network (SOINN) is an unsupervised learning mechanism for unlabeled data. SOINN has already been used in other studies as a clustering method that processes controlled data [22]. SOINN offers unsupervised training for an incremental clustering method with relatively high processing speed at low computational cost. In addition, the complexity and size of the SOINN network is controlled and stabilized through "garbage" or the discovery of unnecessary nodes (neurons).

The technique of the collector or the method of wear of the node, determines when and after which node of the period it will be removed. But if they are not updated at the specified time, they are simply deleted. This property makes it attractive for the dynamics of any environment where continuous learning is required.

The task of the research is to create a distributed self-organized system for predicting malicious activity, namely an intrusion detection system based on artificial intelligence and a module based on the modified SOINN algorithm. Such a module should use a "garbage-forgetting" architecture based on the concepts of downtime, reliability, and utility.

Incremental learning algorithms allow the classifier to improve and expand its capabilities over time (as it processes more data), unlike an autonomous or batch learning algorithm, which provides that the classifier is subject to one group of input data. The dynamics of network data are constantly changing, and using static models will negatively affect detection, as in the case of teacher-trained algorithms.

Implementation of the set task will allow to determine, design and implement the system of prediction of malicious activity by using neural networks and SOINN methods.

4. The architecture of the self-organized prediction system

For the correct functioning of the work system aimed at detecting malicious activity, it is necessary to determine its architecture.
This system will consist of the following components:

1. Collection of network traffic, which is necessary to use all available information about devices used in the network. In addition, it will perform the function of converting the original network traffic in the required form (for calculating the necessary parameters) and recording data in the event store.

2. Event storage this system defines as a place to save information, which is then analyzed by the system for the presence of malicious traffic and network attacks. Each point of records in the storage will store information about data flows according to the parameters required by the traffic processing module.

3. The traffic processing module is needed as a system working on the FG-SOINN algorithm (forgetting garbage of self-organized incremental neural networks). This module will perform traffic analysis of all flow records that will be stored in the output event database using algorithms that are based on machine learning methods. At the end, for each record, the module determines the type of connection: normal or malicious, as well as the type of attack if it is detected.

4. The results of the data analysis will be recorded in the results database. The location of the results collection is presented as a separate database, which is used to save the anomalies detected.

5. The data should be used by the notification system as well as the compatibility module to extract and further use the analysis results.

6. The response system will act as a "garbage collector". Each record that was determined by the system as malicious will be destroyed, undefined records, that is, such records that are neither normal nor malicious, will be returned to the traffic processing module. This information will then be used for further reprocessing. After that, the system returns to the network traffic collection module, which continues the work cycle.

7. The integration module is an API for the ability to integrate with response systems, an interface for system interaction using http requests.

5. The main part

Self-organized incremental neural network (SOINN) is a mechanism of uncontrolled learning (or teaching without a teacher) for unmarked data. Unsupervised training (without a teacher) has two main objectives: clustering and studying of data topology. The purpose of clustering is to divide this dataset into multiple clusters, where each data pair in one cluster is more similar than two different clusters [23]. On the other hand, data topology learning can be described as follows: given a high-dimensional data distribution, it is necessary to project the input data into a topological structure, in which the topological contiguous units of the data in the input space are projected. Recently this

Figure 1: Architecture of the IDS system based on FG-SOINN
technique is widely used for intellectual analysis of data, vector quantization, image recognition, computer vision and many other related industries [24].

SOINN initiates a network with an empty set of nodes, then adds the first two nodes to the list using vector weights as two input vectors [25]. After the initializations, the neural network finds the winning or nearest node and the same second closest winning node. The distance $S_1$ and $S_2$ from each input to each node is measured by means of the equations (1) and (2). This formula is a general formula for measuring the distance between the layers.

$$s_1 = \arg\min_{c \in \mathcal{D}} \text{dist}(x, w_c)$$

$$s_2 = \arg\min_{c \in \mathcal{D} \setminus \{s_1\}} \text{dist}(x, w_c)$$

If the input vector corresponds to the same cluster as the winning nodes, SOINN updates the weight vector of the node and its neighbors with the input weight vector and connects it to the rebromine node. If no matching vector is found in the input vector definition, a new node is added to the network.

The original SOINN is most often used for unsupervised learning. SOINN is used to learn the topological structure of the input data, it is able to grow gradually and take into account input patterns of non-stationary data distribution. It can separate low-density overlapping classes and detect the underlying structure of clusters that are contaminated with noise. It automatically learns the number of nodes and network structure, reports the number of clusters, and provides typical prototypes of each cluster.

Self-organizing incremental neural networks include a family of neural networks, common for which is that they find a topological reflection of incoming data in the network structure by means of competitive training [26].

That understand that SOINN reflects $p$ - measurable input $x = x_1, x_2, ..., x_p$ where $x_i$ is $i$-th meaning of signs for a separate node in a non-oriented graph. The display corresponds to the point in $p$ - three-dimensional space of sign. Training in SOINN means adaptation of the topology map: Nodes can move, join with other nodes, remain single or be removed, and the edges between nodes can be created or deleted. The node should be considered as a microcluster of incoming cases, which are about one to one. Edges can be considered as consolidated links between associated nodes, such as nodes belonging to one (macro)cluster.

Figure 2: System information flows based on FG-SOINN

Figure 2 shows how information flows are processed in the system, where traffic is checked for classification in the system. The system starts with the fact that the incoming traffic collected by the system during the work cycle is fed to the pre-processing module. It is this module that captures and processes incoming traffic in real time. The defined and identified connections are processed to extract and further use the functions. These functions will be the input vector of the detection mechanism - FG-SOINN. The NSL-KDD dataset was performed for the study, and all attribute information is available in [27]. The information is then fed to the malicious activity detection engine, which, after processing, transmits the traffic information to the data validation engine module. The validation module then determines how the system is improved and improved by confirming the expected label. It is at this stage that traffic is divided into harmful and normal traffic. After confirming that the traffic is normal, it is transferred to the user for further work. However, if the system has confirmed that a malicious traffic has been detected, the data validation module will forward forecasts to the update module and remove the traffic from the data set. The system update
module operates in two phases: the active phase and the update phase. In the real-time phase, he makes decisions based on what his capabilities were at the time. In the active phase, the module makes decisions using the data it possesses at the time. In the system update phase, the module updates data with failed predictions that will improve its capabilities in the future. The phases will be executed simultaneously, when necessary, or alternate according to the data of the network traffic.

The basic concept of the proposed algorithm is the gradual creation of the mechanism of network protection. The initial stage of network training uses a relatively small sample containing attributes that are necessary for further correct detection of attacks by the system. Further, after the first cycles of work, the system is re-plenished with definite, undefined and unknown data. Thanks to the last two, the system can be re-learned and improved to improve the security mechanism. To enhance its capabilities, the underlying detection engine must be able to classify network data into multiple classes, not only as to whether it is associated with an attack or not, but also as to the type of attack.

The main part of the system consists of Clustering and Classifier. The clustering block contains a pair of nSOINN [28], which are understood and used by the algorithm classes to compress the data received by the preprocessing module. The classification part takes the output of n-SOINNs, creates the input data for the SVM classifier for each class of the classification pre-run.

In SOINN, node and edge removal is defined by two parameters that must be optimized for each available program using cross-validation or similar resampling approaches. FG-SOINN overcomes this drawback by treating node and edge removal as an integral part of the learning process. Unlike simple SOINN, FG-SOINN has a unique function that tries to bind the nodes that are likely to represent the signal rather than the noise. Binding depends on the reliability of the node.

6. Experimental research

The evaluation of the received structure was carried out on NSL-KDD data set [29], which is an improved version of the well-known data set KDD99. Despite its age, the data set is still de facto alternative to methods and tools of comparative analysis aimed at providing effective systems of intrusion detection. The training of the system begins with the study of 125,972 traffic instances of the NSL-KDD data set. As can be seen in the figure, the time of initial training and first acquisition of knowledge of the neural network, which will use the FG-SOINN algorithm, is 18 min 57 sec. The number of nodes defined by the network is 819, the number of edges is 2308. With these data, the system will continue to work.

| Learning time: 18 min 57 sec |
| Input data processed: 125972 |
| Number of nodes: 819 |
| Number of edges: 2308 |

Figure 3: First training phase

Due to the fact that the input data set includes a large sample of data, five binary classes were created for attacks and one for normal traffic:
- Normal traffic.
- DoS attacks - denial of service attack.
- Probing attack is a starting phase of attack on web resources and web applications. During this attack, the attacker collects information about the structural features of the web application (pages, settings, etc.) and an additional supporting infrastructure (operating system, databases, etc.).
- Remote to user (R2L) — an R2L attack occurs when an attacker tries to send packets to a machine over a network that does not have an account [30].
- User to Root (U2R): The main attack in U2R is a buffer overflow, which copies too much data to a static buffer without checking that the data is written exactly to the program [31, 32].

Several system assessment metrics were used to further compare the results of the study:
- True TPR or Detection Ratio (DR): The ratio between the number of correctly predicted attacks and the total number of attacks, also called Detection Ratio (DR) (3).
\[ TPR = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \]  
- Level of false positive results (FPR): Ratio between the number of common cases misclassified as attacks and the total number of common cases (4).
\[ FPR = \frac{FP}{FP + TN} \]
- Negative indicator (FNR): The anomaly could not be identified and classified as normal traffic (5).
\[ FNR = \frac{FN}{FN + TP} \]
- Positive predictive value (PPV): Probability of intrusion detection if IDS gives alarm (6).
\[ PPV = \frac{TP}{TP + FP} \]
- Negative predicted value (NPV): Probability of no invasion when IDS does not give alarm (7).
\[ NPV = \frac{TN}{TN + FN} \]
- The classification coefficient (CR) or accuracy: The percentage of all these correctly predicted cases to all cases, also known as accuracy (8).
\[ CR = \frac{(TP + TN)}{(TP + TN + FP + FN)} \]
- Base rate (B): The probability that input data is an attack (9).
\[ B = \frac{(TP + FN)}{(TP + TN + FP + FN)} \]
- Intrusion Detection capability (CID): The ratio of common information between input and output and input entropy (10).
\[ CID = \frac{(H(X) - H(X | Y))}{H(X)} \]
- Complicated formula for defining the entropy using PPV and NPV (11).
\[ h_{xy} = -b \ast(1 - fnr) \ast \mathsf{math.log}(ppv) - b \ast fnr \ast \mathsf{math.log}(1 - npv) - (1 - b) \ast (1 - fpr) \ast \mathsf{math.log}(npv) - (1 - b) \ast fpr \ast \mathsf{math.log}(1 - ppv) \]

The first phase of the update showed the following results (fig. 4). Accuracy 96.44%, detection rate 97.7%, classification as attack 4.65%, error rate 2.3%, possibility of invasion detection 78%. For comparison, also pay attention to the eighth update (fig. 5) and the twelfth update (fig. 6).

**Figure 4**: First update phase

```
update_phase(model=s, data=train_1, labels=y_train_1)
```

- Time for the upgrade phase: 1 min 9 sec
- Accuracy (percentage of correctly predicted cases): 96.45%
- Detection percentage (TPR): 97.7%
- Ability to detect intrusions (CID): 78.31%
- False positive rate (FPR - normally classified as seizures): 4.65%
- False negative rate (FNR - attacks are classified as normal): 2.3%

**Figure 5**: Eighth update phase

```
update_phase(model=s, data=train_8, labels=y_train_8)
```

- Time for the upgrade phase: 1 min 20 sec
- Accuracy (percentage of correctly predicted cases): 97.5%
- Detection percentage (TPR): 97.93%
- Ability to detect intrusions (CID): 83.23%
- False positive rate (FPR - normally classified as seizures): 2.88%
- False negative rate (FNR - attacks are classified as normal): 2.07%
If compare the data from the first, eighth and twelfth updates, the difference in the improvement of attack detection becomes clear. In the first, unknown threats were 2.3%, while in the twelfth they became 1.69%. The results of all twelve updates are shown in Table 1. According to Table 1, the CID intrusion detection result has been continuously increased during twelve update cycles, and the error level has been constantly changed and the system has achieved the best results for twelve updates.

It should be noted that after the initial training for each round of renewal the subset is checked on the training FG-SOINN, and only soon forecasts return to the system. For visualization the data received after the training were presented on the linear graph, which is shown in Figure 7. The blue color represents the percentage value of the system results, which is learned with the FG-SOINN algorithm, and the red one is SOINN.
These indicators show that the accuracy of the FG-SOINN algorithm is greater than SOINN. The quality of intrusion detection by IDS is improved with each new phase, which confirms the efficiency of the proposed algorithm modification.

7. Conclusion

The paper proposes a self-organized system for predicting malicious activity based on incremental learning. It is performed with the help of an intrusion detection system that learns with the help of neural networks. The structure of the developed system and its results show that this proposal is confidently adaptable with the nature of the dynamic network data profile. This system uses fewer resources, runs faster and has a higher detection level than teacher training or simple SOINN. Analysis of the proposed FG-SOINN algorithm, which will be used in the distributed intrusion detection system, showed that the efficiency of each subsequent phase of updating and developing the system increases by 1-4%, which gives a good result on huge volumes of data. If we provide this system with many unsuccessful predictions, we not only achieve incremental learning with great and promising accuracy, but also create an effective structure. It will simply not be necessary to add a full set of data to the system. By providing the system with failed predictions, we not only achieve incremental learning with promising accuracy, but also an efficient framework, i.e., instead of feeding it the full dataset. Although system learning time increases with the increase in update input, system update and operating modes can either work concurrently (simultaneously), or update mode can switch when the operational phase is inactive (i.e. no input for detection). In this way, it acquires abilities by learning new input data or failed classifications.
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